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Two coeds attacked 
Photo by Yo Naaay* 
A BIRD standing on a rock in front of Alumnae Hall appears more 
content in standing than in flying. 
By DONNA SIZEMORE 
Two assaults, one of them 
an attempted rape, occurred 
on the James Madison 
University campus last week. 
According to Public In- 
formation Director Rich 
Murray, descriptions given to 
campus police by the two 
victims reveal that the same 
man may have been involved 
in both incidents. 
Victims described the 
assailant as a white male in 
his twenties, 6-feet-2 and of 
medium build. Murray said 
the assailant's hair was blond, 
parted in the middle, 
shoulder-length and unkempt. 
During both incidents the 
suspect was wearing a denim 
jacket and a jean outfit, 
Murray added. 
The first assault took place 
Wednesday at about 12:30 
a.m. on the railroad tracks 
across Newman Drive, next to 
Greek row. The woman, a 
JMU student, was grabbed by 
the assailant as she was 
walking, he said, adding that 
she struggled and kicked the 
man. The man hit her on the 
forehead with a bottle and 
when the woman began to 
scream, he fled, according to 
Murray. 
BSA: Black student interests 
not represented by SGA here 
By JEFF GAMMAGE 
The interests of blacks are not represented 
adequately by the present Student Govern- 
ment Association, according to Kelvin Harris, 
president of the Black Student Alliance here. 
In a recent interview, Harris said he would 
like the SGA to push for the hiring of more 
black staff and faculty, and toward making 
available SGA monies more accessible to 
black groups. Harris said that in the past, 
several unofficial student groups have been 
given money from the SGA while official black 
groups have been overlooked. 
"We feel that blacks are not represented in 
the faculty which applies to the students— 
and in the number of students here," Harris 
said. 
Currently, three black professors are on the 
James Madison University faculty. 
SGA President Chuck Cunningham 
disagrees "totally" with the idea that blacks 
are not equally represented by the SGA. "I 
treat them as JMU students, regardless of 
whether they are black or white,'' Cunningham 
said. 
Inside... 
—The Oak Ridge Boys entertained a sellout 
crowd Thursday night, many who had been 
in line since 4 p.m. to see the performance. 
See Folio review, page 9. 
—In its five-year existence, the JMU 
women's softball team has overcome the 
obstacles of being a club sport to compile an 
impressive 89-17 record. See Sports, page 13. 
-; 
"None of them are getting shafted. They 
haven't gotten funding because they haven't 
applied for it. They complain about no 
representation in the Senate, but no black 
student ran for Senator," Cunningham noted. 
ACCORDING TO Harris, few blacks run for 
SGA offices because they "figure they 
wouldn't have a chance with the population the 
way it is." 
About 220 of JMU's 8,900 students are black. 
Harris claims that it is the institution of the 
SGA and not the officers themselves which 
under-represent blacks. "I think it's the way 
the thing is set up," said Harris, noting that 
"Some people up there think they're running a 
country. 
The administration has responded "fair" to 
the needs of blacks on campus, according to 
Harris, who added that the progress that has 
been made "wasn't done with ease." Many 
black grievences, such as more representation 
in The Breeze and Bluestone are "the same 
things we asked for seven years ago, that 
we've been asking for for years," Harris said. 
IN THE fall, a "BSA task force" met with 
University President Ronald Carrier and Dr. 
John Mundy, director of administrative affairs 
here, and presented them with "a list of things 
that we thought would better the JMU campus 
for minorities," Harris said. 
He said that the idea of forming a separate 
black SGA never came up at the meeting, nor 
are there any plans to form one at present. 
"Where would we get the money from?" 
Harris noted. "While you're trying to keep 
yourself together you could never deal with 
any problems or help anybody." 
"I don't see the SGA as having that much 
/      (Continued on Page 5) 
MURRAY SAID the second 
assault, classified as an at-' 
tempted rape, took place 
about 10:30 p.m. Thursday in 
the Village complex. Ac- 
cording a residence hall staff 
member, the attempt oc- 
curred in shrubbery behind 
Fredrickson Hall. 
In the second attempt, a 
man grabbed the female 
student and tried to rape her, 
Murray said, adding that the 
man fled when the attempt 
failed. The woman was 
treated at Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital. 
Campus security officials 
refused to comment on the 
assaults. According to one 
official, security has been 
instructed by upper-level 
adminstrators not to disclose 
information on the incidents. 
An investigation is being 
conducted. 
Murray said university 
officials do not believe the two 
assaults are related to an 
incident earlier in the week, 
during which a student was 
knocked down when she 
surprised an intruder in the 
kitchen of Sigma Sigma 
Sigma sorority house. 
The assailant in that in- 
cident was described as a tall 
man with long, dark hair. 
Plan may add 
room cable TV 
By CHRIS WARD 
Cable television and radio reception may become an added 
luxury in the 2,100 residence hall rooms here as early as Sept. 
1982 if university plans to install the system are carried 
through. 
A special committee appointed by University President 
Ronald Carrier recently completed a preliminary cost study 
revealing the expenses of a cable system that would serve 
about 4,500 students living in university housing, according to 
the newly-appointed Vice President for Business Affairs 
William Merck, who also serves as chairman of the 
special committee. 
According to Merck, the system would include James 
Madison University's 21 dormitories and the Greek Row 
housing complex but not the Wine-Price Building which is 
rented from Rockingham Memorial Hospital. 
Merck noted that the cost study, the result of an Student 
Government Association proposal earlier this semester, is 
the first step toward a campus-wide cable TV system. Its fate 
now rests in the hands of the SGA, he said. 
MERCK REPORTED to the SGA senate last Tuesday that 
his committee considered several alternatives to having the 
system in each dormitory room but rejected them as im- 
practical. 
"We had thought about putting (a cable TV system) in 
certain areas," Merck said. "But there are a number of 
problems with doing it that way." 
One of the problems is financial, he said, adding that if 
such a system were installed, it would be "impractical to 
have individual billings" for each room provided with the 
service. 
"Therefore, the most practical way (to pay for the system) 
would be to make it part of the room fees," Merck continued, 
"meaning all students on campus would pay for the system." 
Merck indicated that if all students paid for the system, all 
should have access to it 
(Continued on Page 5) 
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Dining hall policy on seconds 
cited as reducing contract costs 
Photo by Vo Nisiyt 
AT DUSK, a full moon appears over the roof of Hilkrest. 
By CINDY RUSSELL 
Although Food Services' 
contract prices will increase 
next year, the increase is $100 
less than originally expected 
due to the Dining Hall's new 
seconds policy. The policy was 
started in February so 
students would have to come 
through the food service line 
twice, to get seconds on food 
items. 
According to Hank Moody, 
contract dining manager, in 
January Food Services had 
priced meal contracts for next 
year at $1,074. But the $100 
estimated savings from the 
seconds policy was sub- 
tracted, leaving contracts at 
$974. Also, Robert Griffin, 
director of food services, 
trimmed another $14 to bring 
the price to $960. This figure 
was sent to university ad- 
ministrators for approval who 
additionally lowered the price 
to $940, which is still a 14.6 
percent increase over the 
current $820 for a meal con- 
tract. 
The Student Government 
Association food waste survey 
taken last November "jolted 
us," Moody said. In January 
1979, D-hall started allowing 
customers to take seconds 
during their first trip in line. 
Moody said he expected five to 
10 percent wasted food but 
MIDWAY MARKET 
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thought this would be offset by 
increased      customer 
satisfaction. 
The survey revealed that 
actually 15-20 percent of food 
was being wasted. Con- 
sequently, the seconds policy 
was introduced to cut back on 
waste and save money for 
contract holders. 
A FOLLOW UP survey 
taken in March to determine 
the effects of the seconds 
policy showed that only about 
five to 10 percent of food was 
being wasted. Moody said 
waste is not only down on 
controlled items but also on 
items such as salads, breads 
and desserts which students 
can still take as much as they 
want. 
Moody said he does not 
know the reason for the 
voluntary cut back, but 
suggested that the results of 
.the SGA survey and the 
emphasis on Hunger 
Awareness could have con- 
tributed to it. 
Increases in next year's 
contract are attributed to a IS 
percent hike in food prices, 
which comprises half of D 
hall's budget, an eight percent 
increase in minimum wage 
and a nine percent pay raise 
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The Body Stab 
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After 15 years of research which includes the opinions of 
over 15,000 executives in all phases of business, world 
 famous researcher John T. Molloy indicates: 




John T. Molloy, in his best seller DRESS FOR SUCCESS, 
points out that "the man who is interviewing for upper- 
level government and industry positions can easily spot 
the difference between a cheap suit and a good suit". 
Furthermore, like it or not, the suit is "the garment that 
establishes our position as inferior, equal, or superior in 
any in-person business situation".   We, at CHARLES 
MATHIAS have been dressing men for success for over 
26 years. Don't settle for less. You owe it to yourself 
to go for success. You owe it to yourself to make the 
wise purchase from CHARLES MATHIAS... before 
.   the interview! 
'DRESS FOR SUCCESS" 
Tht Flntu 
(Cbartreiflarhjas) 
i Mtm Wear 
MAIN & WATER STREETS  434-6507 
Married students reflect on 
combining education, love 
THE BREEZE, Tuesday, April 21, 1981, Page 3 
BY ANN RICHARDSON 
The number of married students enrolled at 
James Madison University has risen, as a 
reflection of a recent trend here. 
Nevertheless, this unconventional status 
remains in low numbers here, requiring ad- 
justments and changes on the part of these 
couples. 
Married 11 years with two children, Grace 
McCracken returned two years ago to JMU, as 
she already had completed her sophomore 
year here. 
Having experienced university life from both 
the single and married perspectives, Mc- 
Cracken noted that there were no major 
changes in her campus social life except, 
"Obviously, I don't date anymore." 
4Ifi really hard to have 
compatible schedules' 
MCCRACKEN IS a full time undergraduate 
student, and employed part time, as well as a 
mother. She admits that "it's hard." 
Socially, she said her return to school has 
been good, "Financial wise, it has not." she 
noted. "I wouldn't recommend it. People 
schould go to school and do it right the first 
time." 
As the head resident advisor at Hanson Hall, 
Mark Warner and his wife Jenny live on 
campus in the apartment provided for head 
, residents. 
The Warners are one of two married couples 
provided with on-campus housing. Mark said 
that financially they have not had many 
problems in handling university costs, in 
addition to their marital costs. "The univer- 
, sity's been good to us in that way" he said, but. 
added, "being married and living in an all- 
male dorm is hard at times." 
The Warners have been married one year 
and both are working on masters degrees. 
SCHEDULING CLASSES also has been a 
problem for them. But since they have one 
class together this semester, Mark noted, 
"that's a guaranteed time for us to see each 
other." 
Mark added that he wished more married 
couples lived on campus. "Some of our closest 
friends (who live in Weaver Hall) are 
married—it's been nice having them as neigh- 
bors," he noted. 
Located next door to the Warners, John and' 
A.J. Eccles reside in Weaver Hall, as John is 
the only other married head resident on. 
campus. The Eccles, married for almost two 
years, found many changes from the life of an. 
un-married college student to that of a married 
one. 
"It was a whole new ball game," John said. 
"We have mostly single friends here. We're 
really close to the Warners—but there's just 
not a big population of married couples." 
Living in the apartment has provided them 
with an advantage than many young couples 
do not have. "There are no utilities and we 
don't have that many expenditures," John 
said. "It's significantly cheaper to live in these 
apartments. (Financially) It has become more 
of a problem since we are getting ready to 
graduate. We're getting ready for the big jump 
into the real world." 
OF THE PROBLEMS they have encountered 
with married life, the Eccles said that finding 
time to spend together was a problem "We're 
both doing practicums and that keeps up apart 
a lot. Setting time aside together is something 
that you have to work on," he added. "We try 
to keep Monday nights totally free and get 
away sometimes to see a movie or something." 
Married for two and half years, Judy and 
Rocky Reuter also have found that scheduling 
time together is difficult. As graduate 
students, they have realized "it's really hard to 
have compatible schedules," Judy explained. 
"We both go to school at the same time around 
8:30 and get home by 10 or 11 at night We're 
never usually together during the day, but 
maybe we meet in the hall for 10 or 15 minutes. 
When you do get a few minutes together—it's 
only a few minutes." 
Judy added that living off campus hindered, 
rather than helped, their situation. "When we 
got here there was no housing for married 
couples on campus," she said. The Reuters 
currently live about five minutes from the 
JMU campus. 
Lin Rose, director of housing and commuter 
services explained that, "the problem In 
housing is just on   of demand" 
Currently, the r umber of married students 
comprise a very small minority of the JMU 
population. 
However, married students can take ad- 
vantage of several services offered through the 
Counseling and Student Center, which are 
designed to offer information and group 
discussion to married couples. 
PMlo by Carl C«itmfca*r 
MARK AND JENNY Warner live in Hanson HaU, where Mark 
serves as resident advisor. 
GRACE AND KEN McCracken have had to 
make many adjustments due to Grace's return 
by Carl ClHn>Hlr 
to school. Grace is employed part time, a full 
time student and a mother. 
The Breeze wins 
excellence award 
The Society for Collegiate Journalists' national 
publications contest recently granted an Overall Ex- 
cellence award to The Breeze for its I960 fall semester 
issues. 
The newspaper competed against other daily and 
biweekly campus newspapers. 
Judges' comments included, "Lively coverage and 
supenor presentation contribute to making The Breeze a 
highly readable newspaper, one well worthy of 
honorable mention in enough ways to merit a First 
Place." 
The combined summer and winter 1980 issues of Curio 
magazine, edited by Tricia Fischetti and Kris Carlson 
respectively, received an honorable mention in the 
General Interest Magazines category. 
Nine students received individual awards. 
Chris Ward and Donna Sizemore won a third place in 
News Stories for a joint series on an asbestos hazard and 
Cindy Elmore received honorable mention for a series 
on a new transfer policy. 
IN EDITORIALS, Chris Kouba was awarded first 
place for an unbylined piece on student government roll 
call voting, while Joe Schneckenburger won honorable 
mention in the same category for a piece on Interhall 
Council's policy change for vending machine revenue. 
Chuck Fazio received a third place in Spot News' 
Photography for a photograph of Chip Carter, and 
honorable mentions in Feature Photography for his full 
front page silhouette photo of construction workers and 
in Sports Photography for a photograph of soccer player 
Jim Edwards. 
Receiving first place in Feature Photography was 
Jennifer Young for a silhouette photograph of con- 
struction workers. 
David Teel won first place in Sports News for a series 
on JMU's withdrawal from Eastern College Athletic 
Conference and an honorable mention for a piece 
previewing a football game with Wofford College. 
In Sports Features, Grace McCracken received an 
honorable mention for a story on a swim school for 
children, taught by JMU students. 
At the SCJ  national  convention held recently  in 
' Springfield, Mo., JMU was nominated to have a member 
on the national council and Chris Kouba was elected to 
serve by the campus chapter. 
• •"•••••■••"•  
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JMU cificials study p ^wibilify 
of converting Sheldon to dorm 
By ANN RICHARDSON 
Although Sheldon Hall has 
not been used as a men's 
dormitory for almost six 
years, university officials 
currently are investigating 
the possibility of converting 
Sheldon from office space into 
a residence hall. 
Sheldon Hall was taken out 
of service as a dormitory in 
1976 and has operated as 
department offices since that 
time for management and 
marketing, accounting and 
finance, economics and 
philosophy and religion 
faculty members. The Writing 
Laboratory offices and the 
Dean of Fine Arts and 
Communication also are 
located there. 
As an operational dor- 
mitory, Sheldon housed a 
capacity of 80 students. 
According to Dr. William 
Jackameit, director of in- 
stitutional research, the 
conversion would require only 
minor adjustments in the 
dormitory since the 
bathrooms, showers, kit- 
chenettes and closets were left 
intact. 
However, Jackameit ex- 
plained that the likelihood of 
Sheldon's conversion depends 
upon the availability of office 
space for those departments 
currently residing there. 




By GREG HENDERSON 
The Military Science 
Department will be relocated 
below the new stadium 
seating upon its completion in 
early 1962, according to a 
preliminary proposal. 
ROTC's current location in 
the basement of Maury Hall 
probably will be transferred 
to the Education Department 
under the plan, according to 
ROTC logistics officer, Capt. 
Nathan Power. 
The move would give ROTC 
"about the same amount of 
space," Power said, which 
consists of two classrooms 
and some storage area. It also 
offers the advantage of ad- 
ditional space for outdoor 
activities, he added, but would 
move ROTC "out of the 
mainstream of campus life." 
Maury Hall is more ac- 
cessible to student in- 
volvement than the stadium, 
he added. 
ROTC offered a counter- 
proposal, suggesting that the 
stadium space be turned into 
an indoor rifle range, but has 
not received a reply, Power 
said. 
The proposal is still in the 
planning stages, according to 
Fred Hilton, assistant to the 
vice president of university 
relations. "We don't put plans 
in concrete this far in ad- 
vance," he added. 
i  
"what could be done is to turn 
Keezell pool into office 
space." thereby creating 
enough room for the faculty in 
Sheldon. 
He also explained that if the 
ceiling above the English 
offices     in     Keezell     was 
strengthened, it would provide 
space for additional offices on 
Keezell's third floor. But since 
the remodeling of Keezell is 
not likely to occur in the 1982- 
84 biennium, Jackameit said 
Sheldon's conversion is "a 
while down the road yet." 
;>* 1- MINI STOR-IT       ' 
Public Storage 
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Has Ronald Reagan's Budget cut 
affected you? 
Summer work interviews: 
Wednesday at 3k6and9ki>ckson lWand 
Thursday at 3 & 6 in Burruss 119. 
U-Store It 
U-Lock It 
i       U-Keep the Key 
LOFT STORAGE 
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE 
Call Now For Reservations 
Office & Resident Manager 
4331234 
190 E. Mosby Rd. (Just off S. Main 
Across From Nichols Shopping 
 Center) Horrisonburg 
March of Dimes- 
Fill in the blanks 
and tap 
into our secret! 
Come to any Harrisonburg Pizza Hut® 
restaurant buy any Large or Medium Pan Pizza and 
get a frosty 10-ounce mug of for just 20C. 
Everyone knows, nothing goes with great pizza like 
and you can't beat the price! 
Once you discover our  
*and bite into our fantastic Pan 
Piz^t you'll want to tell everyone 
about our refreshing 
20C . 
So go £.head. 
We cant tell 
but you can. _ 
Every Wednesday Night from 5PM-Closing. c 1981 Pizza Hut Inc 
TT II      II  I   I I I _ 
Photo by Mill nitvim 
WILLIAM MERCK, vice president for business affairs, tells the 
SGA that the next step for the cable TV system is up to them. 
* Plan 
(Continued from Page 1) 
AN INITIAL investment of 
$116,914 would be necessary 
for installation of the cable, 
wiring and other materials 
necessary for the system. 
Merck said the Warner Cable 
Co., which provides all cable 
TV service in the Harrison- 
burg area, has "indicated that 
they would provide the 
materials" free of charge if 
the University installed the 
system. This service would 
save JMU about $39,301 in 
additional funds. 
That $116,914 investment 
would come from what is 
called an "auxiliary en- 
terprises" account, according 
to Merck. The auxiliary en- 
terprises account is actually a 
reserve account similar to 
that of the SGA. Funds from 
the account are used 
primarily for long-term 
repairs and replacements, he 
said. 
Money for the auxiliary 
reserve account comes from* 
surpluses from student 
housing and food service fees, 
as well as from the Warren 
University Union, the 
University    bookstore    and 
THE BREEZE, Tuesday, April 21, 1961, Page 5 
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CHBCBB »HD TOMATO tXTXA 
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L^kOff.r.xpk-April 28 Good only In   H ARRGONBU RG, V A ^ 
and a medium drink 
for only 
CHEESE AND TOMATO I 
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intercollegiate athletics, he 
said. 
However, Merck also noted 
that in addition to installation 
costs, a rental fee, similar to 
what other cable TV 
customers pay, would have to 
be paid directly by the 
students. 
That fee, about $45 an- 
nually, would be tacked onto 
student housing fees each 
semester. 
STILL, MERCK noted that 
the preliminary cost study is 
as far as the University will 
proceed for now. He added 
that the next step is up to the 
SGA. 
"In funding something like 
this, since it is not necessary 
to support academic life and 
*BSA — 
(Contined from Page 1) 
power. 
When push comes to shove, 
the administration is going to 
win." 
Mundy said that the 
possibility of a black SGA was 
never discussed at the 
meeting. 
Cunningham said he has 
heard rumors about the 
formation of a black SGA and 
added that it would be "ab- 
surd" to have two separate 
student senates. "They (the 
blacks)    are    pushing    for 
since it involves a cost to 
students, the student 
government should have 
input," Merck stated. 
That next step should come 
in the form of some sort of 
student opinion survey, 
notifying students of the 
advantages, disadvantages 
and costs of a cable system, 
according to the business 
affairs vice-president. 
"1 think students should be 
aware of all those three 
things." 
So far, the SGA Executive 
Council seems in favor of the 
system. 
Chuck Cunningham, SGA 
president, noted that "the 
cable TV system is something 
that will benefit a lot of 
students for a long period of 
time." 
separate   but   equal," 




Send applications for 
1981-82 news reporters, 
sports reporters, 
feature  writers, 
photographers and 
graphic artists to Chris 
Kouba, The Breeze, by 
April 24. 
THE    CREATION    of    a 
minority affairs committee on 
theUPB last year was "a very 
big step," according to 
Harris, who added that the 
BSA has worked to improve 
campus life for blacks by 
sponsering such things as a 
"freshman weekend," where 
black high school students are 
able to visit JMU before 
making a final decision about 
college. "We tell them how 
things are for blacks on this 
campus," Harris said. 
Cunningham said he would 
not set up a similar "special 
preference committee like 
UPB did" because that would 
be "singling out a small 
number of students" for 
special attention. 
According to Harris, "JMU 
is an excellent school overall, 
but for blacks socially, things 
still won't be right until we get 
more black students and 
professors." 
"There are a lot of places 
with more problems for 
blacks than this school has. 
There are a lot of schools with 
less problems too." 
ARMS 
ad tie Man 
a witty comedy by 
George Bernard Shaw 









Another First. . . 
presents the 
FUN and SLAPSTICK 
COMEDY of 
OLD MOVIES 
Three Stooga, Marx Bros, etc., etc. 
9:30 pm til 2 pm 
Im&w) KtgkU (My 
HmA»t**lSpw*l 
9iU U» FM A Ktfkt 01 
FM. hU. bi*Uimt*tn 
The Price. . .only JfcO" 
• Viltk* IIBMS UMLU 
DONTMISSIT! 
Phone 4330892 
813 E. Market St 
Closed Monday 
Tuesday-Sat    11:00-9:00 
Sunday 1200-9:00 
BIKMGTIME IS HERE 





MARK'S BIKE SHOP 
1094 S. COLLEGE AVE. HARRISONBURG, VA 
454-5151 
HARRISONBURG m^   ' 
WHEEL *    WOLF'S^* HEAD 
 PARTS MOTOR   ^ OILS 
680 North Main St. 434-4437 
—STUDENTS  
{With This Coupon Buy 4 Quarts of 






Mon - Wed 
434-6895 
Budweiser Natural  , 2.19 
Tuborg Gold *Go For the Gold" 1.79 
Red, White & Blue Party Pac 12/12 2.69 
Wiedemawn PremBot.6pk 1.49 
M ickey MatLiquor Bot 6pk. 1.89 
t 
Bull M ali L Iquor Cups 6 Free Ice 2S.95 
Busch Prem Cups & Free fee 28.95 
Budwelser 7 1/2gal Cups & Free Ice 21 95 
1   *-»« 
Ice   2 for price of 1     20 lbs Ice i.OO 
Ice 20lbs £ Cups 4.00 Value W/KQS Free 
Milk Shenandoah Pride "Gallon Jug" 1.99 
GcrtoracbLemon-LimeQtCold 79 
Orange Jure 100% FreshQt. .99 
Pepsi Cob Big Jug   2 Its. - 1.19 
Ice20lbs 1.00 
<tf 
0^    Stop In 
^P PORT REPUBLIC ROAD 
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK 
HEINEKEN $3.09 
STROH'S$2.19 
BLACK TOWER UEBFRAUMILCH 
BUD 12 pack $4.49 *4" 
MOLSON $2.99 
RJ GOLD CHEW 
Buy One Get One Free 
GAS $1.28.9 
COKE, PEPSI, DR.PEPPER, 7 Up 
$1.29 
COUNTR Y TME LEMONADE $1.69 
ALLPANTYHOSE 10%off 
WE'RE OPEN 
L UNCHEON 11:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. 
Mon thru Sat 
DINNER 5:009:00P.M. Sun-Thurs 
5:00-10:00 P.M. Fri Sat 
51 court square 
Downtown HarrisOnburg 434-3664 
Announcements— 
Wampler Play Announcements 
Wampler Experimental 
Theatre presents When You 
Comln' Back Red Ryder, a 
play by Mark Medoff, April 30- 
May 2 at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$1.50 and available at the 
door. 
Positions Open 
Applications are available 
in the SGA office for the 
positions of Student Advocate 
Coordinator, Student Judicial 
Coordinator and Student 
Judicial Secretary for 1981-82. 
Deadline to apply is April 28 at 
5 p.m. Interviews will be held 
April 29-May 1. For more 
information call 6376 or stop 
by (he SGA office. 
Graduation announcements 
for May are available at the 
university bookstore. 
HuggersNeeded 
Muggers are needed for .he 
Special Olympics April 26 at 
Godwin field. If interested, 
report to the field at 11 a.m. 
Dance Concert 
"A Concert of English and 
America Dance" will be 
presented April 24 at 8 p.m. in 
Godwin 355 by Rudolph Petke 
and members of the JMU 
Dance Theatre. Admission is 
free. For information call 
6256. 
WAD f Oft THE MOUNTAINS 
BUSCH. JOHN D. EILAND CO., INC. 
yiTIIDI AD    RT. 11 NORTH. P.O. BOX 880 • VERONA. VIRGINIA 24482 
AERho 
AERho will meet April 22 at 
6 p.m. in WUU D. Elections of 
officers will be held and 
banquet plans discussed. 
Chrysalis 
Chrysalis will be distributed 
free in the WUU post office 
lobby April 22-23 8:30-12 p.m. 
1250 copies will be distributed 
each day. 
WMRA 
WMRA, 90.7 FM, presents 
"Sexual Harassment on the 
Job," a special feature of 
Horizons, April 25 at 1:30 p.m. 
EMTs 
All registered Emergency 
Medical Technicians are 
asked       to       call       6376. 
Scuba Diving 
A scuba diving course of- 
fered through the JMU Swim 
School begins in May 
providing YMCA and PADI 
international certifications. 
The course meets Mon., Wed. 
and Thurs. nights plus open- 
water training. Call 433-2177 
by May 1 to register. 
Alanon 
A campus chapter of 
Alanon, for concerned friends 
or family or persons with 
drinking problems, meets 
Tuesdays 6-7 p.m. in Wine- 
Price auditorium. 
Caps, Gowns 
Caps and gowns are still 
available in the university 
bookstore for graduating 
seniors. 
Careers Day 
The Special Education 
Department presents its 
Careers Day April 24 10:45 
a.m. -12:30 p.m. in the WUU 
ballroom. Students preparing 
to work with the handicapped 
in non-teaching settings are 
invited to meet with 
representatives from local 
agencies to discuss career 
opportunities. All students are 
welcome. 
All announcements should be typec 
double spaced and brought lo The 
Breeie announcement box In the 
basement of W^ne-Price. Please specify 
In what Issue dates the announcement 
should run. The deadline tor an- 
nouncements In the Friday issue is noon 
Tuesday and tor the Tuesday issue It 
noon Friday Announcements will not be 
accepted by phone. 
9Mtym"<M*A»»'*t< 
Tanning Center 
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cArts C& People 
Oak Ridge Boys delight crowd 
Handclappin', footstompin' 
music appeals to diverse audience 
By KEN ANDERSON 
and RICK BREHM 
The Oak Ridge Boys, currently one 
of the nation's hottest country and 
western groups, entertained a sellout 
crowd at James Madison University's 
Godwin Hall Thursday night. The 
crowd was a diverse one, consisting of 
die-hard country music fans chewing 
tobacco and sporting day-old beards, 
to others of all ages attired in 
traditional western garb and cowboy 
hats. 
The evening's opening act was Don 
King, a 25 year-old country singer- 
songwriter from Nashville. King's 
first album. Lonely Hotel, was 
released in January 1980 and a second 
album, Whirlwind, will be released in 
two to three weeks on the Epic label. 
His music, a mixture of country and 
pop, appealed to the entire crowd. The 
upbeat country sound, coupled with 
four guitar players jamming in the 
middle of the stage, brought back 
memories of the Outlaw concert here 
last year. 
Dressed in jeans and open neck 
shirts, King and his band—consisting 
of Jim Skoalton on bass, Dennis 
Bottoms on keyboard and banjo, 
Donnie Mars on drums and Bobby 
Randall and Joe Woodman on lead 
guitars—rattled off a succession of 10 
songs, including his hit and title song 
of the Lonely Hotel album which dealt' 
with lost love and featured Randall on 
steel guitar. 
HAVING APPEARED on stage 
with the likes of Tom T. Hall and 
JLoretta Lynn, King's down home 
country influences are obvious. He' 
performed a Johnny Cash classic, "I 
Still Miss Someone," that featured 
Bottoms with a banjo solo. "The 
Conquerer," a true story dealing with 
a girl he had met in his travels, drew 
the most response of the evening. The 
lyrics say it all: 
Hail, hail the conquer 
You've slain a thousand hearts 
Like waves against a rocky shore 
You've tore their hearts apart 
WHEN JOE Bonsall slows down, it's usually for several reasons— "most of 
them being health." 
King ended his 45-minute per- 
formance with a gospel song "Lean on 
Jesus," featuring four guitars and 
four vocalists. 
But for most, the main attraction 
was a long awaited moment The line 
outside Godwin Hall started at about 4 
p.m. and by 7 p.m. stretched along the 
sidewalk halfway to Eagle Hall. 
At about 9 p. m., the Oak Ridge Band 
arrived on stage and a few minutes 
later, to the crowd's delight, on ran 
the Oak  Ridge  Boys.   Their dress 
ranged from Bill Golden's jeans, 
rawhide vest, and cowboy hat to 
Richard Sterban's sports coat and tie. 
Among much hand clappin' and foot- 
stompin', the group blasted into "Old 
Time Lovin," one of its greatest hits. 
Perhaps the biggest crowd pleaser of 
the night was Sterban, whose striking 
good looks and deep bass voice drew 
rounds of applause and screams 
throughout the performance. The 
band performed a host of favorites 
including "Sail Away," "Dream On,", 
which featured Sterban, "Trying to 
Love Two Women," "Come On In 
and "Heart of Mine." These last two 
were sung by Duane Allen, whose 
Texas voice drew excellent response. 
THE GROUP, whose sixth album, 
Fancy Free, will be released on MCA 
records in two weeks, delighted the 
crowd by performing several new 
selections from its album. The first 
new song, "Dream of Me," dealt with 
a common theme that runs through a 
large percentage of their songs- 
dreams. The lyrics involve a man's 
feelings toward a long, lost love: 
Dream of me 
Every time you get to feelin' 
Dream of me 
And I'll be dreaming of yon 
blue 
RICHARD STERBAN Impressed the crowd with his deep bass voice. 
The second new selection, "She's 
Going to L.A. Again," featuring 
Duane Allen, dealt with a woman who 
left Nashville (and the song's 
spokesman) for Soflfnern California. 
Other new hits included "Elvira" and 
the title track, "Fancy Free." 
Throughout the evening, Sterban 
and Joe Bonsall danced along with the 
music, but after a series of fast 
moving numbers Bonsall stated, "We 
have to slow down for several 
reasons, most of them being health." 
The group then followed with several 
slower songs. 
The Oak Ridge Band, one of the best 
in the country-western business, 
consists of Fred Satterfield on drums, 
Don Brelend on bass, Ron Fairchild 
on keyboard, and 
(Continued^ on Pag^ 15)t ,,.,•■ 
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Chrysalis distributed this week 
By BRYAN POWELL 
Chrysalis, the James Madison University art- 
literature magazine, will be distributed Wednesday 
and Thursday in the Warren University Union post 
office lobby. 
The magazine, published annually, features a 
variety of art work, poetry and short stories which 
were selected from submissions during the school 
year. 
According to literary editor Barbara Hall. 
Chrysalis received more than 400 literary sub- 
missions this year, about 100 more than last year and 
more than double the amount of submissions of 
recent years. Literary selections in this year's 
magazine include 29 poems and three short stories 
(only 20 of the 400-plus submissions were short 
stories). 
The greater quantity of submissions has allowed 
the editors to be more selective and ultimately 
publish higher quality material. 
THE LITERARY selection process is fairly simple, 
but effective. According to editor-in-chief Michelle 
Folsom, once submissions are received, they are 
given an initial critique by the literary staff. A 
substantial number of submissions are removed from 
consideration at this time. 
The remaining written submissions are given a 
second critique, and possible revisions are suggested 
to the writers. Whether the writers choose to make 
m !*t£r 
these revisions is their own decision. Once a decision 
has been reached on all suggested revisions, the staff 
makes its final selections. 
Folsom added that the staff does not have any input 
concerning the selection of their own individual 
submissions. 
Literary advisor Todd Zeiss of the English 
department offers advice and suggestions concerning 
the written work, but the final decision is in the hands 
of the staff. 
The art selection process is similar to the literary 
process but is complicated by several factors. First, 
the artwork must be handled more carefully. Unlike 
a poem, which can be photocopied, most artwork is 
one-of-a-kind, and must be handled accordingly. 
Also, the staff hadio consider which art works would 
look best in a two-dimensional magazine format, and 
which of those would look beat in color or black and 
white. 
This years Chrysalis contains four pieces of color 
artwork and will also contain four perforated black 
and white postcards which the reader may pull out 
for use. 
IN DISCUSSING the criteria used to choose art 
material. Folsom mentioned "craftsmanship, 
creativity and aesthetic quality." Included in the 32 
pieces of art in this year's edition are lithographs, 
photographs, metal work, intaglios, paintings, 
ceramics, serigraphs, charcoal drawings (one) 
linoleum cuts (one) and some mixed media pieces. 
Folsom feels that the benefits of Chrysalis are at 
least three-fold. "First, it is a.chance for students to 
get their creative efforts published. Secondly, it is a 
chance for students (the staff) to get practical ex- 
perience in different aspects of magazine layout. 
And, finally, it is representative of the current state 
of the art here at JMU for this school year." 
Byers added that "Chrysalis had been a real 
learning experience, particularly since we used 
approaches which haven't been used before." 
Funded by the School of Fine Arts and Com- 
munication, this year's edition contains 57 pages. 2500 
copies of the magazine will be distributed Wednesday 
and Thursday. The magazine will be distributed over 
two days so that commuters and others who may not 
be on campus daily will have a chance to pick up a 
copy. 
* Jack or the Submission': unusual, gripping 
By DONNA SIZEMORE 
Wampler Experimental Theatre presented its most unusual 
and gripping play of the season with the performance of Eugene 
Ionesco's Jack or the Submission last weekend. 
The production was a difficult theatrical task, one worthy of 
respect, and this absurdist comedy, typical of Ionesco's style, 
demanded audience participation. 
In order to insure complete audience concentration on the 
acting, the set of Jack or the Submission was kept simple and 
undistracting. The emphasis was placed on the character's 
feelings and conflicts. 
IN MANY ways, the play was a parody of the absurdity of 
human life. By exaggeration and improvisation, the characters of 
Jack or the Submission revealed truth in a disturbing but en- 
tertaining way. 
Overall, the acting in Jack or the Submission was superb. Jack 
(Nick Wuehrmann) did an astounding job of performing what was 
probably the most difficult role. Jack's character represented all 
people in many ways: he rebelled for the sake of rebellion, 
pretended for the sake of conformity and was never satisfied with 
what he had. The play evolved around the other character's 
persuasive appeals toward Jack and concerned his own inner 
conflict. 
Dan Myers (Father Jack) and Michele Green (Mother Jack) 
tried to manipulate their son to conform to their ways. For 
example, they were determined to marry Jack off to Robertta 
(Susan Burrell). With this particular scene, Ionesco endeavored 
. to reveal how silly people act when it comes to affairs of the heart. 
Myers, Green and Burrell were all successful at capturing the 
spirit of their roles. 
Jacqueline (Barbara Baldwin) portrayed a stereotypical 
sibling role Baldwins performance was excellent. Grandfather 
Jack (Jim Sheehan) and Grandmother Jack (Cindy Hall) 
represented the senility stereotype todays' society places on the 
elderly. These roles were difficult to master, as they required an 
insight into the future. Sheehan's performance was well-handled 
However. Hall's performance would have been improved had she 
stretched her imagination further. 
ROUNDING OUT the cast were Mother Robert (Suzanne 
Hediger) and Father Robert (John Weeks). With these charac- 
ters. Ionesco revealed the absurd relationships of in-laws 
Hedigers and Weeks' performances should have been more 
exaggerated to remain in harmony with the other characters 
The exaggerated costuming and make-up of this production 
were symbolic of the great lengths to which to people go to im- 
prove their physical appearance. However, as the play revealed 
no matter how appealing or unappealing the exterior, a person's 
substance is found in his attitude and actions. 
Jack or the Submission is a difficult play to watch and un- 
derstand and even more difficult to perform. The James Madison 
University performance, obviously a challenge for student ac- 
tors, was well-handled. The roles required keen insight and 
sensitivity to life. 
As director. Jim Alexander did an excellent job of packaging 
together what could have easily become a chaotic group of con- 
flicting and bizarre ideas. 
The performance was a challenge to both viewer and per- 
former. Photo by  Yo N.g.y 
JACK OR the Submission starred Jim Sheehan. Barbara Baldwin. Michele Green. Cindv Hall 
and Dan Myers. 
* 
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Arms and the Man to close mainstage season 
By DIANE F1TZPATRICK 
The James Madison University Theatre 
Department will present its final mainstage 
performance of the semester, Arms and the 
Man. this week in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre. 
Playwright George Bernard Shaw 
categorizes his three-act play as a "classic 
comedy." By combining almost absurd in- 
cidents with stereotypical characters, he 
creates a humorous and satirical social 
analysis of contemporary attitudes. 
The play specifically confronts the 
praticality of romantic idealism by contrasting 
it with a realistic approach. Sergius, played by 
Andrew Leech, represents the foolishness of 
romanticism. His noble intentions, in both war 
and women, are overshadowed by Bluntschli 
(Marchello Amari), who is the epitome of 
praticality. 
A SERVANT, Louka (Robyn Blair), 
correctly accuses Sergius of denying his true 
feelings in order to conform with social norms. 
She challenges him to face the truth by 
breaking his engagement to her mistress Raini 
i Debbie    Laumond)    and    marrying    her. 
Serguis gradually accepts reality, 
discovering that both his true love and his true 
enemy are not sophisticated aristocrats, but 
mere servants. By openly admitting his 
emotions, he causes a chain reaction of con- 
fessions which exposes the intricate details of 
this soap opera of deception. 
This revealing action showcases the 
disparity and contradictions between the 
character's ideals and actions. By pointing out 
that even he behaves irrationally at times, 
Bluntshli shows that heroic dreams are an 
unavoidable part of human nature. Despite 
recognizing the frivolity of his chivalrous 
attitude, Sergius remains an illogical 
romantic. 
These major characters portray the double 
standard of the noble dreams of the human 
mind and the realistic awareness of the self 
deception which they cause. 
Arms and the Man will be performed here 
April 21-26 at 8 p.m. Reserved seats are 
available by calling the Latimer-Schaeffer box 
office. 
Photo by ve Nii»v» 
SERGIUS (ANDREW Leech) and Raini (Debbie Laumond) 
discuss true love and reality. 
Cornerstone, Cedar play benefit 
By LORI BETH REUBUSH 
All you have to do to help send two JMU students on 
missionary work in Eastern Europe and Japan is 
blow off your studying, put on your shoes and drag 
yourself to Grafton-Stovall Theatre Thursday night. 
Two bands, JMU's Cornerstone and Virginia 
Tech's Cedar will perform benefit concerts at 7:30 
p.m. 
The proceeds from the benefit will go to Student 
Training in Missions (STIM), which is an offshoot of a 
campus group, the Inter-Varsity Christian 
Fellowship. STIM trains selected students in cross- 
cultural communication skills and places them in 
various countries to do missionary work for a sum- 
mer. 
Thursday's performance will by the last concert for 
the 2'2-year-old Cornerstone band since several 
members are graduating next month. 
Band members include Steve Cocharn on guitar 
and banjo; Kevin Marshall, guitar and mandolin; 
David Peters, string bass; Robby Pitt, electric and 
acoustic guitar, harmonica and mandolin; David 
Thacker, fiddle; and Drew Trotman, rhythm guitar 
and vocals. All members sing, but Trotman is the 
main vocalist. "We rely very much on vocals, that's 
our       strongest       point,"       Pitt       explained. 
THE BAND'S first set will be bluegrass and the 
second, Cocharn explained, "we call it acoustic rock 
for lack of a better name. About half of Cornerstone's 
material is original, and the remainder of tunes by 
groups such as Pure Prairie League and Neil Young. 
Primarily the band plays religious rock by obscure 
artists, however. 
The opening band is a newly formed, five member 
Christian-oriented group from Blacksburg called 
Cedar who, according to Pitt, "play both jazz and 
rock music." 
The STIM program is nothing new here. In the past, 
JMU students with the STIM program have gone to 
West Africa, Mexico and other countries. This 
summer two rising seniors, Charles Harrell and 
Virginia Powell, wil travel to Eastern Europe and 
Japan, respectively. 
Charles Harrell will be stationed in Vienna, Italy, 
for eight to 10 weeks after being trained in Chicago. 
He will work for the Slavic Gospel Association in 
literature delivery and distribution. 
Harrell explained that there is "a lot of persecution 
and oppression" of all religions in Eastern Europe, 
since communist governments are traditionally 
atheistic. He added that since most communist 
governments have laws "limiting or forbidding 
printing or importing religious material," there is a 
shortage of Bibles and Christian literature in these 
countries. 
HARRELL DEFINED his job as "sending in Bibles 
and literature covertly to contacts in Eastern 
Europe." and added that the job has its risks. He will 
legally be a regular tourist on a student's visa, and 
will distribute his material through truckers who 
regularly drive through the commuinist countries. 
Harrell also will cross the border with material. 
Although in most communist countries, tourists 
entering are searched, and materials which are 
illegal or offensive to the government are con- 
fiscated, Harrell said all the vehicles are not sear- 
ched and missionaries manage to get a majority of 
their literature in. 
Harrell admitted that at the end of his telephone 
interview for the position, he asked about the risks. 
"They said you occasionally get caught and you could 
be interrogated anywhere from a few minutes to 24 
hours." Several years ago, the officials told Harrell, 
some students were held for five weeks. 
"If you believe you are doing something the Lord 
wants done," the risks are worth it, he said. Harrell 
will primarily be working with other students in the 
same program. He added that the program's success 
and the safety of its workers is "a good sign that the 
Lord is watching over us." 
POWELL WILL travel to Japan, but at this time 
she does not know where. "It could be either Tokyo, 
Saki or Nagio," she noted. Powell will work for The 
Language Institute for Evangelists, teaching English 
classes at the church she is assigned to. 
Powell will first be trained in Los Angeles, Calif., to 
learn about the language and the culture. Once she 
gets to Japan, she will spend a week at the church, 
another week in training, and then will teach during 
the remainder of her two months there. 
Four days a week Powell will instruct both night 
and day classes, teaching English to children and 
adults, particularly businessmen. (In Japan, English 
is the most sought-after second language.) 
By teaching people, many will come to the church 
that never have before, which, Powell explained, 
"will give them more of a chance to commit their 
lives." She plans to show them "the Lord's goodness" 
through her own actions. 
Powell maintains that the missionary work is "not 
just for Charles and I," but that they will share in 
their missionaries two ways: with people in foreign 
countries and, when they return, here in the United 
States. 
i     *     .    - 
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CORNERSTONE IS Robby Pitt. Steve Cochran.  Drew Trotman, Kevin   Marshall. David 
Thacker and David Peterson. 
The James Madison University Jazz Ensemble, 
directed by Dr. George West, will participate in the 
Thirteenth Annual Quinnipiac Collegiate Jazz Festival 
in Hamden, Conn., Saturday. The Jazz ensemble was 
selected by tape audition as one of eight participating 
bands in the one-day event. Other groups participating 
are bands from New England Conservatory of Music, 
Eastman School of Music, Kent State University, 
Duquesne University, SUNY at Plattsburgh, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Westfield 
(Mass.) State University. The JMU Jazz Ensemble has 
been selected to begin the Saturday evening concert. 
The JMU Jazz Band, directed by Dr. John Cryder, 
participated in the East Carolina University Phi Mu 
Alpha Jazz Festival held April llth and came away with 
three of the four top soloist awards. Charles Cohen was 
most outstanding saxophone; Scott Wilson, most out- 
standing trumpet: and Mike Baxter, most outstanding 
rhythm (pianist). Robert Francis, bassist, also won a 
talent citation. All four winners are freshmen at JMU. 
Judges for the festival were Bill Hanna. jazz pianist and 
former trombonist with Woody Herman, and Mark 




Carleton hurls JMU past Indians, 6-1 
By DAVID TEEL 
Joe Carleton pitched what Coach 
Brad Babcock called "as fine a 
college game as you'll see" Sunday as 
James Madison University completed 
a three-game sweep of Siena College 
with a 6-1 triumph. 
In notching his sixth win against one 
loss, Carleton scattered five hits over 
nine innings while striking out four 
and walking four. It was a comeback 
of sorts for the junior righthander who 
had been hit heavily in the Dukes' 13-9 
loss to Virginia Tech Thursday. 
The loss to the Hokies snapped a 16- 
game JMU winning streak, the second 
longest in the team's history. 
"The key today was that I threw to. 
spots," Carleton said. "I kept 
everything low. I had been up and 
down in the bullpen all week before 
the Tech game, and I just wasn't 
ready to pitch Thursday." 
CARLETON LOST his bid for a 
shutout in the ninth inning when Kris 
demon's single plated Bob Thomp- 
son, who had walked. "I was a little 
bit tired in the ninth," Carleton ad- 
mitted. "But you always look to finish 
a game." 
JMU finished off the Indians with 
two runs in the seventh and three in 
the eighth. Tony Marant's fifth inning 
home run had given the Dukes a 1-0 
lead entering the seventh when 
Dennis Knight's sacrifice fly and a 
throwing error by Siena third 
baseman Ken Hayner scored two 
runs. 
The Dukes batted around the 
following inning, as Bocock walked 
with the bases loaded, and Marant 
lined a base hit up the middle to score 
Jim Knicely and Marshall Wayland. 
The win gives JMU a 29-9-1 mark 
and virtually guarantees the Dukes of 
their sixth consecutive 30-win season. 
Siena is now 7-8. 
Saturday JMU swept a 
doubleheader from the Indians, 11-9 
and 7-6. In the nightcap, Knight 
capped a four-run rally in the seventh 
SIENA'S Jeff  Martin   attempts   to 
break up a double play as the Dukes' 
with an RBI single to give the Dukes 
the win. 
RUSS DICKERSON tied the school 
record for most RBI in a season with a 
run-scoring single in the third. He now 
has 55 RBI. 
The Indians jumped to a 5-0 lead in 
the second, as Justin Gannon and 
Brian Cooper were not effective on the 
mound. Siena's tallies came on 
demon's two-run single, Greg 
Zampler's two-run double and two 
wild pitches by Cooper. 
Enter Joe Hall. The junior south- 
paw, who had pitched only seven and 
one third innings all season, rescued 
the Dukes with a five and two thirds 
Wwto by Va N»M»» 
Tom Bocock prepares to throw to 
first. 
inning relief stint. 
Hall gave up just one run. In the 
seventh inning, Hayner's bad-hop 
bouncer eluded shortstop Tom Bocock 
and then leftf ielder Marshall Wayland 
lost Thompson's fly ball in the sun, 
allowing Hayner to score. 
Hall's performance earned him the 
victory, his second in as many 
decisions, and gave Babcock 
something to think about. 
"THAT'S TWICE in a row that Joe 
has come in and done a good job," 
Babcock noted. "We need to get him 
some work." 
The work would certainly be ap- 
preciated by Hall, who missed an 
entire    season    because    of    back 
problems. He transferred to JMU 
from Potomac State (Pa.) College 
and was sidelined in 1980 after 
surgery. 
Hall's relief job was in contrast to 
that provided by John Kwiatkoski in 
the opener of the twinbill. With JMU 
enjoying a seemingly comfortable 11- 
4 lead in the final inning, Siena started 
to measure Dukes' starter Warner 
Crumb. 
Babcock pulled Crumb after he had 
allowed three runs and summoned 
Kwiatkoski. Kwiatkoski is another of 
JMU's hurlers who have not seen 
much action lately—and it showed. 
The Indians' Chuck Sohl greeted 
Kwiatkoski with a two-run homer to 
pull Siena to within two. However, the 
junior settled down to retire the side 
and gain his second save. 
AGAINST VIRGINIA Tech, JMU 
was sloppy. 
Lorenzo Bundy was picked off twice 
and Dukes' pitchers gave up 14 walks, 
eight of which scored. 
"We had no pitchers who went out 
there and challenged their hitters," 
Babcock said. 
Dave Blondino started for the 
Dukes and suffered his fourth loss 
against three victories. 
Stranded base runners also doomed 
JMU. In the sixth, the Dukes knocked 
out the Hokies' starter and eventual 
winner, Paul Levey and cut the 
Virginia Tech lead to 7-6. 
However, reliever Wayne King 
retired Dickerson on a grounder to 
second with the bases loaded. 
Knight was the offensive star for the 
Dukes as he had four hits, including 
his fourth home run. His two-run shot 
in the ninth was followed by Randy 
Faulconer's solo blast. 
Tuesday JMU hosts Eastern 
College Athletic Conference Southern 
Division foe George Mason Univer- 
sity. Catholic University comes in 
Wednesday for a double header. The 
-second game of the twinbill will be 
played in Winchester. 
Babcock experimenting with pitching staff 
By DAVID TEEL 
There was a reversal of roles this weekend for the 
James Madison University baseball team. 
Throughout the season, the Dukes' offense has 
been making up for mediocre pitching. Entering the 
series with Siena College, JMU was averaging more 
than nine runs a game while the pitching staff was 
struggling with an ERA of close to five. 
In the final two games against the Indians, JMU's 
offense suddenly became mortal and could not 
score runs at will. Pitchers Joe Carleton and Joe 
Hall prevented any damage. 
Carleton turned in a nifty, route-going per- 
formance Sunday and Hall was exceptional out of 
the bullpen Saturday. 
"That's the sign of a good team," Coach Brad 
Babcock said. "The players are doing what they 
have to do to win." 
The pitching of Carleton and Hall was badly 
needed. Against Virginia Tech, JMU used five 
pitchers and Siena was battering the staff before 
the second inning of Saturday's second game when 
Hall took the hill. 
In short, the mound corps was in trouble. 
"I'D SAY THAT'S a fail as- ssment," Babcock 
said. On Saturday, "in the secona inning I thought I 
was going batty trying to find someone who could 
get them out." 
Babcock found someone but admitted that 
guesswork   is. involved.   "You  just  gotta   keep 
w 
changing pitchers until you find someone with the 
hot hand," he noted.      £_ 
Depending on one's philosophy, that job may be 
easier for Babcock since he carries 10 pitchers on 
the squad, more than most collegiate teams. Sheer 
numbers dictate that someone is bound to be ef- 
fective. 
However, it is difficult to give all 10 pitchers the 
amount of work they need to stay sharp and happy. 
"I don't buy that. The guys that get to pitch on our 
staff are the ones that are producing," Babcock 
said. 
"I'm hired to win baseball g3m_esv" he added. VI 
have to stick with someone who is hot." 
Babcock is realistic about the limitations of his 
pitchers. "We don't have a consistent four-man 
rotation," he explained. "That's because we don't 
have four pitchers who are far above the rest." 
Only two pitchers, Warner Crumb and Kip 
Yancey, are exempt from relief duty. The pair 
deserves this treatment. 
CRUMB IS 6-1, Yancey 4-2 and they have the best 
ERAs of any of the starters. Crumb and Yancey not 
only serve as JMU's top hurlers but also bring some 
order to the confusing pitching situation. 
Carleton illustrated the point with an explanation 
of his poor performance against Virginia Tech. "I 
was up and down in the bullpen all week before the 
Virginia Tech game." Carleton said. "I just wasn't 
ready to pitch Thursday." 
Pitchers generally perform better on a set 
schedule. Those relegated to relief duty know their 
appearances will be sporatic but starters prefer 
consistency. Starters are the ones who may pitch 
nine innings and throw more than 100 pitches if they 
are effective. 
Carleton, who has started seven games and 
relieved in four others, said, "I would prefer to be in 
a. starting rotation. It's easier for me both 
physically and mentally." The fatigue etched on 
Carleton's face after Sunday's game along with the 
two ice bags taped to his pitching arm explain his 
-sentiments.-''-      
, 
Softball 
By RICH AMACHER 
Poor organization and weak 
competition can characterize many 
club sports, but the James Madison 
University women's softball team has 
overcome these to gain the respect of 
its competition. 
This respect is well warranted. In 
the squad's three-year existence it 
has compiled an 85-17 record against 
intercollegiate competition and is 89- 
17 overall (four wins coming against 
Mary Washington College, another 
club-sponsored team). 
In addition, the team has won two 
major tournaments in which it was 
the only club team, including the 
Third Annual Women's D.C. 
Collegiate Invitational last year and 
the Virginia State Invitational in both 
1979 and 1980. 
"We waltzed through the Metro 
tournament," said coach Doug 
Wheelbarger, explaining that the 
team did not lose a game in the double 
elimination tournament. 
"We only played two games that 
were close," he added. In all, the 
squad won six straight games enroute 
to the prestigious title. 
This year's club currently is 19-7 
and will defend its title in the Fourth 
Annual D.C. Invitational this 
weekend. "We are just now beginning 
to  jell,"   Wheelbarger  said.   "The 
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JMU s club team earns its opponents' respect, 
builds successful record on pitching strengths 
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for the year. It's like our ECAC 
playoffs." 
PARTICIPATION ON the team is 
open to anyone and the only real 
qualifications needed to play are a lot 
of dedication and a little softball 
talent. 
"Everyone is out here because we 
want to be," said Jenny Lawhon, a 
senior who has been with the club 
since its beginning. "Interest is 
definitely up. This year Coach had to 
cut a few and he's still carrying a lot 
of people." 
Presently, there are 20 members on 
the squad, and while everyone does 
not get to start, team members 
generally agree that Wheelbarger 
tries to play all his players. 
"Everyone on this team is a con- 
tributor and Doug uses all his players 
according to their individual 
abilities," Lawhon added. 
Lawhon used to be the team's 
catcher, but due to the addition of 
talented freshman Suzanne Martin, 
she has been shifted to first base. 
"If it helps the team, fine, it really 
doesn;t matter," Lawhon said. 
"Tatter, our catcher, is outstanding." 
Martin is a graduate of Douglas 
Freeman High School in Richmond, 
which won the girls' state AAA soft 
BARRIE    GRICE    takes    practice Photo ty Mi>« Blevlru swings at a club softball workout 
ball championship last year. 
"Tatter has helped out quite a bit," 
Wheelbarger said. "She handles our 
pitchers well and has an extremely 
good arm." In 22 games this season 
Martin has given up just six stolen 
bases. 
HURLING AT Martin is a three- 
player rotation comprised of juniors 
Nancy-Lynn Moseley, Cindy Axell 
and sophomore Anne Sumser. "We 
have three real good pitchers and 
they'll all be back next year," 
Wheelbarger noted. 
Moseley is the ace of the staff and 
has compiled an impressive 32-4 mark 
in her three-year career, including 
three shutouts her freshman year and. 
two no-hitters last season. 
Dick Bowie, a scout for the 
Baltimore Orioles and friend of 
Wheelbarger's, once clocked Moseley 
for three innings during which her 
slowest pitch was 82 mph, while she 
broke 90 mph twice. 
But according to Moseley, speed is 
not that important "Speed is an asset 
if you've got it, but it won't make or 
break you," she said. "It doesn't 
matter against the caliber of players 
we play. 
"A lot of teams can hit me with no 
problem. It's just if I can pitch where 
they aren't going to hit it, that's the 
key." 
Moseley has the ability to pinpoint 
her pitches, Wheelbarger said, ad- 
ding, "If she walks more than three, 
she becomes unhappy with herself." 
Sumser and Axell can be equally 
tough. Last year Sumser went 10-2 
and already has won six games this 
season. Axell was termed a "hard 
luck pitcher" by her coach, since she 
has lost several close games. 
A SOLID NUCLEUS for next year 
returns since only four seniors are on 
the team. Those graduating are 
Lawhon, third baseman Cheryl Hall, 
second baseman Karen Harless and 
right fielder Anne Sonoga. 
Like most club teams, the squad 
receives little financial backing, but 
has survived difficulties that can stem 
from  lack  of support.   The  squad 
received $800 in SGA funding this 
year, a $200 increase over last year, 
but this money does not go far. 
Eighty percent of the cost of squad 
uniforms was supplied by sponsor 
Bruce Nunnelley. who owns a 
business in Richmond and sponsors a 
summer league team which Hall 
plays on. 
But many other expenses exist, as 
Wheelbarger noted. "When we host a 
doubleheader it costs us $90 just to 
pay the umpires," he said. 
Much of the team's equipment is 
paid for by the individual players, 
who often conduct various fund 
drives. 
The team's 35-game schedule is 
tough on the club sport and, according 
to Lawhon, "Some complaints are 
that we are away from school a lot, 
but all of our away games are 
doubleheaders and most are on the 
weekends." 
Road trips are expensive, but most 
are scheduled near Northern Virginia 
where 12 of the 20 team members live, 
thereby enabling free lodging at 
players' homes. 
"THE PLAYERS' parents don't 
mind taking a couple of girls into their 
home," Wheelbarger said.. 
The players' Northern Virginia 
backgrounds have created an intense 
rivalry with George Mason Univer- 
sity, an intercollegiate team. 
In seven meetings with George 
Mason, JMU has won four. This year 
JMU hosted George Mason in a 
season-opening doubleheader and 
split, winning 15-3 and losing 15-8. 
Wheelbarger said most games are 
tight and come down to the wire. Last 
year JMU trailed 6-0 in the Virginia 
Invitational and tied it at 6-6 in the 
third, fell behind 9-6 in the sixth and 
then rallied to win 10-9 after being 
moved to a field with lights. 
George Mason will host JMU in a 
doubleheader in Fairfax next week, 
but an encounter with the Patriots 
may take place this weekend at the 
D.C. Invitational. "I'd have to say 
George Mason would be the other 
favorite," Wheelbarger said. "They 
have an excellent ball club." 
JMU'S lacrosse team con- 
tinued to dominate state 
opponents last week with wins 
over Roanoke and Longwood. 
Saturday the Duchesses 
topped Roanoke, 14-5 behind 
the three-goal performances 
of Theresa Williams and Sally 
Cramer. Against Longwood. 
JMU cruised to a 12-6 victory. 
JMU is now 7-2 and ranked 




ANDREA GALLAGHER of JMU competes in 
the long jump competition at the VAIAW 
Photo ky V* Niiiya 
Championships at Madison Stadium Saturday. 
Duchesses lose 
state track title 
By DAVE FACINOLI 
We did a pretty good job for a sick team. 
Those were the sentiments of some members of the James 
Madison University women's track team regarding their second 
place finish in the Virginia Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women Track and Field Championships this 
weekend at Madison Stadium. 
The Duchesses placed second in the Division II championship 
with 58 points, just behind the College of William and Mary's 63. 
JMU was the defending champion. 
"William and Mar/ddes not have a lot of depth but they place in 
everything they compete in and that is why they won," said JMU 
coach Lynn Smith. 
Smith added that the Duchesses were not expecting to do well 
because of injuries and sickness. "I was surprised at the final 
team score but not surprised at our effort." she said. 
Assistant coach Gwen Harris added, "We were not at full 
strength but these girls rise to tough competition. Some of the 
girls were hurt today but they competed anyhow and that made 
the difference." 
THE DUCHESSES got off to a slow start, taking only sixth 
place in the first two events. Susie Riker finished sixth in the 
10,000 meters for JMU and Heidi Wagner took sixth in the discus. 
In the 4xl00-meter relay, JMU finished fifth in a combined 
Division I and II competition, and the Duchesses' Amy Riopel 
also took a fifth in the long jump. JMU did not place in the 500- 
meters and after five events was in fourth place with six points. 
The Duchesses' Cindy Slagle won the 1,500-meters at the 
Division II level, which qualified her for the nationals. Both the: 
Divison I and II events were run together and Slagle surprisingly 
finished second in the race to the University of Virginia's Marsia* 
Schmitt. 
Schmitt went by Slagle on the third lap and Slagle fought back 
to catch her at the tape, but* the U.Va. competitor was awarded 
first place because she leaned ahead. The official times for the 
two were identical. 
"When she passed me I did not think I would catch her," Slagle 
said. 
The Duchesses took fifth places in the 100-meter hurdles and the 
javelin. Sylvia Mall ran a time of 16.4 seconds in the hurdles for 
the Duchesses and Teressa Hylton threw the javelin 99-feet-l. 
JMU DID NOT place in the 400-meters and after eight events 
was in third place with 20 points behind George Mason and 
Hampton Institute. 
Karen Baltimore took fifth for JMU in the 100 meters and Susan 
Broaddus also finished fifth in the 880-yard run. Mall took another 
fifth in the high jump with a leap of 5-feet-3. 
The Duchesses made up some ground In the next two events, 
however, as Suzi Shreckhise took second in the 400-meter hurdles 
and Slagle placed third in the 3,000 meters. 
In the last three events of the day JMU was second in the 880 
medley relay, third in the 4x880 relay and fourth in the 4x440 
relay, to compile a total of 58 points. 
Hampton Institute finished in third with 53 followed by Virginia 
Tech with 51, George Mason with 46 and the University of Rich 
mond with 22 points. 
*<»- 
Athletes honored 
Compiled from staff reports 
James Madison University honored its outstanding athletes and 
scholar athletes Monday at the first annual Greater Madison 
Sports Banquet. 
Junior basketball player Linton Townes was named JMU's 
Male Athlete of the Year and senior volleyball player Sharon Ban* 
was the Female Athlete of the Year. Senior fencer Leslie 
McArthur was honored as JMU's Female Scholar-Athlete of the 
Year and senior tennis player John Witt was the Male Scholar- 
Athlete of the Year. 
Townes. a 6-foot-6 forward, was the Dukes' leading scorer and 
rebounder during the 1980-81 season. He averaged 15.3 points and 
5.8 rebounds a game and also shot 55.8 perecnt from the field. 
Townes was an Honorable Mention Associated Press All- 
America selection and was also named to the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference Southern Division All-Star team. He was an 
All-Tournament selection at both the Lapchick Memorial and 
Virginia Tech Classic tournaments. 
BARR HAS been a member of the JMU volleyball team for four 
years and has served as co-captain for the last three. She was an 
All-State selection each of the last two seasons, earning All- 
Region honors in 1980. Barr is the first JMU volleyball player to 
make the All-Region squad. 
McArthur has been a member of the JMU fencing team for 
three years and was the top performer on the 1980-81 squad. She 
compiled a 43-34 record in the number one position for the 
Duchesses, placing ninth in the VAIAW State Tournament, 
McArthur. who has a grade point average of 3.933, is a special 
education major. 
A four-year member of the tennis team, Witt has an overall 
singles record of 48-28. He has played in four different singles 
positions for the Dukes this season and is 11-1 overall. 
Witt, a finance major, has a grade point average of 3.54. 
RICK BAKER lost to William and Mary's 
Greg Miller, 7-6. 6-1 Saturday as the Indians 
handed the Dukes their second consecutive 
tmH hy V» N«f*ya 
defeat. JMU has lost three of its last five 
matches and is now 12-4. 
%, 
• Oak Ridge 
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DL'ANE ALLEN was featured on vocals as well as guitar. 
■ Continued from Page 9) 
Skip Mitchell and Pete 
Cummings on lead guitars. In 
"Beautiful You." another new 
selection by the Oak Ridge 
Boys. Mitchell and Cummings 
featured an impressive duet 
on guitars The two also 
performed a duet in "Tryin" to 
Love Two Women." 
There were repeated 
requests during Thursday's 
performance for the group to 
sing old hits. A large banner, 
reading "Dig A Little Deeper 
in the Well" was spotted by 
Bonsall and the group 
promptly went into the hit. 
Two of the group's best 
selections drew the largest 
response, including "Leaving 
Louisiana in the Broad 
Daylight." from the LP The 
Oak Ridge Boys Have 
Arrived, and "Y:all Come 
Back Saloon." title song to an 
earlier released album. The 
latter song was the next to last 
selection performed, and 
featured Duane Allen as lead 
vocalist. This song.^ the one 
that made The Oak Ridge 
Boys famous, contains well- 
known lyrics: 
She played tamborine 
With a silver jingle 
And she must have known the 
words to at  least  a   million 
tunes. 
But the one  most requested 
By   the   man  she  knew  as 
cowboy 
Was a late night benediction 
At    the    Vail    Come    Back 
Saloon. 
For a  country  show,   the 
light demonstration was 
excellent throughout both 
performances. The constantly 
changing multi-colored lights, 
and use of fog were effective 
visual additions to the 
evening's performance. 
As is their custom, the Oak 
Ridge Boys ended their show 
with a gospeLfiong "Take a 
Little Walk With Jesus" that 
brought the crowd to its feet. 
Along with the four group 
members, the entire band 
joined in. singing and hand- 
clapping. 
After a period of hand 
clapping, foot stomping, and 
chants of "Oak Ridge Boys, 
Oak Ridge Boys." the group 
reappeared for an encore, 
performing "Drive Me On My 
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$30 Pick Uv A Return. 
Pick Up The Saturday Before 
Finals. 
For More Information Call 
7177, 7274, or 7186. 
BLUE MOUNTAIN RECORDS 
PRESENTS 
The Last of This Semester's 
HAPPY   DAZE   SALE 
Wed April 22,1981 9:30 am till 9:00 pm 
ALL LP's on sale 
$6.79List~$5.99 $5.99 List--$4.99 
Walk on down and Save 
Blue Mountain Records 
178 S. Mason St. 433-2136 





Classifieds    P"""*"* by Garry Trudeau 
For Sale 
MAHOGANY STAINED 
LOFT FOR SALE: Call Mary 
at 4465 or come by Cleveland 
217. 
FOR SALE: 2.2 cubic 
refrigerator. Excellent 
condition. $50.00. Call 
Charlene at 433-4812. 
FOR SALE: 1973 Honda 
CB450, $900, very good con- 
dition - new battery, runs good 
- check it out! Call Mark at 
433-5967. 
FOR SALE: Are you looking 
for name brand stereo 
equipment but can't afford 
retail prices? If so, call John 
434-6771 ext. 154. 
For Rent 
FOR RENT: Summer, 
spacious room in 4-bedroom 
apartment. Furnished with 
bed, desk, carpet, bureaus, 
shelves. Kitchen includes 
dishes, table, carpet, couch, 
cable t.v. hook-up, large 
backyard, 10 minute walk 
from campus. Price 
negotiable. Call Carol at 434- • 
2014. 
ROOM FOR RENT: May and 
or summer session. Single or 
double. Best location possible, 
right next to Wine-Price 
Dorm. Kitchen, washer and 
dryer, sundeck, furniture 
supplied. Call Harry Runkle 
at 434-0673 or 434-8894. Price 
Negotiable. 
ROOM FOR SUBLET THIS 
SUMMER: Excellent location 
directly in front of Wine- 
Price. $95.00 monthly plus 
utilities Call Jeff at 434-8894. 
THREE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT. Sublet May- 
August with option to rent in 
fall. Squire Hill, 1-4 people, 
washer-dryer, air con- 
ditioning. Call Lynn or Sherri 
at 434-6277. 
ROOM IN HOUSE FOR 
RENT: May and summer. 
Kitchen    and   living   room 
privi ledges; for male; 15 
minute walk from JMU; $100 
or negotiable; 433-5683 (on 
campus). 
ROOM IN APARTMENT 
AVAILABLE JUNE 1. Option 
to stay as long as needed. 
Pool, tennis courts, washer 
and dryer, air conditioning, 
dishwasher.    Call    433-1968. 
SUBLEASE: Near JMU, 1 
bedroom apartment thru 
August. Water, sewage, trash 
pick-up included in rent. Call 
433-8025 or Betty at 433-2556. 
SUBLET: House for June- 
August. Four bedrooms, two 
full baths, unfurnished. $85.00 
per month plus utilities. One 
block from campus. Call 
Penny   or   Liz   at   433-5550. 
SUBLET: Excellent location. 
Adjacent to Wine Price. Room 
in house. May and summer 
session. Kitchen, sun porch. 
Washer-dryer. Furnished. 
Call Bart 434-0673. 
SUBLET: June-August, 3 
bedroom furnished apart- 
ment, washer-dryer, ac, l'-i 
bath, pool, tennis courts. 
Squire Hill, rent negotiable. 
CaU   . Pete.    at..   434r4059. 
■ •••••••• • "(...'... 
HERE YOU 60, 
SK BOURBON 
ANPUIATER 
0N THE ROCKS 
THANKSYERY 
MUCH. TELL ME, 
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YOU BASE YOUR 
OPERATIONS? 
immiVERSE, 
MOSTLY. MY SE- 
CRET IS MAR6A- 
PJNE. PLUSLOB 
OFSLEEP. 
Our Hero by Matt Wagner 
Start on Campus byPat Butter* Paul Ebfaerty 
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FOR RENT. June-August, 2 
bedroom, furnished 
townhouse, near JMU. $200 a 
month plus utilities. Call 434- 
4948. ask for Paul. 
APARTMENT FOR 
SUBLEASE: May-August or 
June-August. Rent for May 
and August provided. 2 
bedrooms, living room, kit- 
chen, and bath. Pay elec- 
tricity, other utilities 
provided. Carpeting, 
refrigerator and stove in- 
cluded. Close to campus on 
South High Street. $260.00 a 
month for June and July. Call 
433-8855. ask for Chuck. 
APARTMENT FOR SUBLET 
MAY-AUGUST: 1 bedroom, 
air conditioned, option to lease 
next fall. y« mile from 
campus. May's rent paid for! 
Unfurnished. Call 434-5753, 
ask  for  Mark. 
Wanted 
WANTED: Female to share 
three bedroom apartment 
starting fall. Includes kitchen, 
bath, living room, small 
screen porch, cable. Partially 
furnished. Less than 1 mile 
from campus. Need im- 
mediate response!! Call 
Nancy at 434-1238 or Laurie at 
434-3561. 
APARTMENT       WANTED: 
Two girls need apartment in 
Virginia Beach for summer. 
Please contact: Ann (box 
1941)        soon! 
Madisonrrlan 
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LOOKS    AS   THOUGH 
SUMMER    IS    ON   ITS 
WAV.... 
....EVERYONE     IS   ON 
NEWMAN  LAKE "BEACH" 
AND   I   DO  MEAN.... 
WANTED THREE 
FEMALES TO SHARE FOUR 
BEDROOM HOUSE, $95 each, 
1 mile from campus, brick, 
fireplace, gas heat, summer 




Elementary and Secondary. 
West and other states. 
Placements since 1946, phone 
(505) 877-7802, Southwest 
Teachers' Agency, Box 4337 
Alb. NM 87196. 
SUMMER COUNSELORS - to 
work with male handicapped 
campers. June 3-august 14. 
800-542-5900. 
Services 
TYPING   SERVICES 
AVAILABLE. Call 434-6851 - 
or stop by 1161 Shenandoah 
Street.     $.75     per     page. 
A&P 
Diet Rite RC&7-Up 8/16 
1.29 &Dep 
NaturalLigJit6/i2    209 
Old Mil NR    6/12    1.79 
^ 
Am e Page ke Cream 1.29 
allflav l/2gal. 
Anne Page Bacon 1.39 
Luter's Meat Franks 1.19 
A&PAAeat Bologna 1.29 
Jamestown Bacon     .99 
Corn 5ears .99 
Strawberries (Calif) 1.35qt 
.65/pt 
Avocados 2/. 88 
Kraft American Cheese 
Slices i/i6 1.991 
TYPING       SERVICE: 
Dissertations, theses, reports, 
etc. 17 years experience. $.80 
per page Call Mrs. Price, 879- 
9935. 
COLLEGE   TYPING   AND 
EDITING       SERVICES: 
Typing and editing of theses, 
term papers and other 
reports. Free paper, pick-up 
and delivery. Twenty years of 
experience.    Call:    896-5921. 
NEED A PLACE TO STORE 
YOUR LOFT? For a $30. 
charge Sigma Pi will pick up, 
store, and return your loft. 
For more information call 
7274    or    7177. 
TYPIST: Experienced typist 
on campus mornings Monday 
through Friday. Call 434-7508 
afternoons     and     evenings. 
Courses 
RAPPELLING and rope- 
work course by Land-Sea 
Passages held Saturday, April 
26. Learn knots, equipment 
use, belaying, and enjoy 
flinging down a 110 ft. cliff. 
Equipment provided. 433-2177 
by   April   23    to    register. 
SCUBA DIVING course of- 
fered by Land-Sea Passages 
begins in May providing 
YMCA and PADI in- 
ternational certifications. 
Summer dives arranged to 
Florida Keys, offshore 
wrecks, and Bimini. 433-2177 
by May 1 to register. 
WEEKEND HIKE 
THROUGH DOLLY SODS 
Wilderness Area arranged by 
Land-Sea Passages May 23-24. 
Tour one of the East Coast's 
unique lanscapes. 433-2177 by 
May       11       to       register. 
Personals 
TO THE GUY WITH THE 
WHITE BMW 2002 WITH 
STRIPE: Birds of a feather 
often mingle, so how can I find 
out if you are single? Its easy 
to recognize me by sight, our 
colors are as different as day 
and night. Roses are red, 
violets are blue, together we 
make 2322 i.  Box 1325. 
BRENT, The one who stares: 
Are you interested or simply 
impolite? 
SIGMA KAPPA NU PLEDGE 
CLASS: Congratulations on 
your initiation and welcome to 
the Rally Clan. Love, Your 
Sisters. 
TEDDY BEAR: Happy 
Easter, hope the Easter 
Bunny brought you everything 
you wanted. All my love, 
Your Rabbit. 
* .\ 
To introduce you to our 
great values... 




Our guarantee against breakage, normally good for 
one year from purchase, has been extended for an 
additional 6 months. This means for 18 months, 
PEARLE Vision Center will fix or replace broken 
frames and lenses at no charge. Our eyeglasses 
don't often break, but if they do, our guarantee is 




HARRISONBURG—Valley Mall, 1925 East 
Market St, Tel. 434-1030 
Offer also good in: 
STAUNTON—Staunton Plaza Shopping Center, 1365 
fjreenville Ave., Tel. 885-8017 • CHARLOTTESVILLE- 
Charlottesville Fashion Square, 1545 Rio Road, 
'Tel. 973-7959. 
For other locations call toll-free 800-331-1000. 
) 1961 Searle Optical Inc.. Dallas. Texas USA  ■ 
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Viewpoint— 
Restrain new board 
Prevent censors 
We're afraid that The Bluestone's freedom of press is being 
chipped away—but the situation can be corrected. 
The Commission on Student Services has provided for a 
publication board for the yearbook, which is a common substitute 
for a publisher at college publications. The Breeze has such a 
board. 
But one of the new board's listed functions is to "provide 
general direction, guidance and advice as to the content and 
structure of the publication." This could be interpreted in a way 
that would restrict The Bluestone editors' First Amendment 
rights. 
This mandate is not common for publication boards. A recent 
book by an Ohio University journalism professor lists the 
following as common functions of such boards, "in the context of 
contemporary court decisions and journalistic practices": 
selection of top editors, sometimes selection of other salaried 
staff, approval of a budget, review of editorial and financial 
operations, as well as of unresolved complaints, review of staff 
policy and removal of staff, if necessary. 
The author, J. W. Click, specifically notes that a board "should 
not be charged with reviewing editorial topics before 
publication," although it may recommend them. The Bluestone 
board's document gives it just that duty, if it wishes to take it. 
Telling editors what to print (and at the same time, what not to 
print) constitutes prior restraint, a form of censorship. 
Since the document uses the words "general direction, 
guidance and advice," the board is not required to restrict the 
editors' rights—but there is no guarantee that it won't. Two things 
suggest that the constitutional guarantee of free press might be 
violated. 
First, Director of Student Activities Chris Sachs told the 
Commission on Student Services last week that the board would 
select photographs and articles. This is a prior restraint, 
precisely what Click warns against, and must be avoided. The 
board should select an editor, not act as one. 
Also, the board has several student members: representatives 
from the Panhellenic Council, Inter-Fraternity Council. Black 
Student Alliance, Inter-Hall Council and Commuter Student 
Committee. These members are likely to change each year, and it 
is very possible that new members will not properly interpret 
their mandate. They could want more or slanted coverage of their 
own special groups. Editorial decisions are best left to the editor. 
The Bluestone editors enjoy freedom to make the decisions they 
are hired to make—the new publication board threatens that 
freedom. We don't think the threat is an intentional one, simply 
that the Commission on Student Services did not realize the im- 
plications of its statement. Fortunately, the University Council 
has not yet approved the new board. 
When the council meets Thursday, it should change the 
document so that the publication board has authority to review 
the yearbook's content only after its publication, if it is to review 
content at all. The Bluestone's tradition of editorial freedom must 
not be eroded. 
»m- 
vlTS \0 O'CLOCK... DO YOU KHOW 
Campus cable idea a turn-off 
By CHRIS KOUBA 
"Welcome to the James Madison Country 
Club. This is the service station for your 
private cable television outlet, providing you 
each hour with a schedule of programs 
available to you. In addition to 400 stations 
from across the country, you also receive 15 
campus channels. This hour's programs 
are..." 
Click 
"This is your attendance channel, WROL. 
Listen for your name to see if you are still 
enrolled. If you do not hear your name, report 
to the Health Center for an examination. 
Aasen, Abbott, Abdennour, Abendroth..." 
CUck 
"Business faculty at JMCC are threatening a 
mass walkout because they are not paid 
enough to rent cable TV service, which is 
standard in every student's room. This is 
Country Club news..." 
Click 
"...your service station. If your set is not 
working properly, do not call Room Service.' 
ABC regulations prohibit it from technical 
repair work. Instead, call..." 
CUck 
"We interrupt your regular program to bring 
you the following editorial comment:" 
There are several reasons not to install cable 
television in every dorm room here. It is ex- 
pensive, unnecessary and inappropriate at an 
institution of learning. 
Installing cable TV would not be a great cost 
to the university—Warner Cable Co. has in- 
dicated that it will provide the materials free, 
and other charges could be paid from a 
university surplus fund. But a $45 rental fee 
would be tacked on each student's room charge 
each semester. Warner Cable Co. would be set 
for life. 
While the cost would be hidden, the television 
set would not be. There could be one in every 
room except those in Wine-Price—there would 
be no non-watcher lifestyle option. Study 
lounges would overflow with students whose 
roommates prefer HBO to homework. 
This speculation is based on the assumption 
that all students have television sets to hook up 
to the cable. Those who don't would pay $45 to 
receive programs that they cannot see. 
Books would be a better investment for that 
$45. After all, are we not students? Anyone who 
wants to watch television can save $4,090 and 
do it at home. Besides, cable TV is available in 
every dorm. There is no need to overdo a 
luxury already provided. 
Click 
"Watch 'The Student Who Would Be King," 
tonight at five on WUPB." 
Click 
"Tune in to WXPB for your afternoon grope 
operas—'General Hoffman' at three and 'The 
Edge of White' at four." 
Click 
"These are the WSGA presidential debates. 
At the podium now is Chuck Turner." 
"If elected, I will work for a cable TV 
camera in every classroom, so that students 
won't have to get out of bed in the morning. I 
know this will work because we now have a 
camera at every UPB concert and nobody buys 
tickets—they all watch it in their rooms. A 
camera in every classroom..," 
Click 
"...from Harrisonburg, it's Saturday Night 
Dead!" 
Click. 
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Reagan review 
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El Salvadoi 
By STEVE COOKE 
President Reagan, your time is up. I 
can no longer sit calmly and watch 
this country go down the tubes, the 
same tubes we only recently climbed 
out of. I gave you two months to And 
out what's going on and realize your 
plans are outdated and potentially 
disastrous for this nation. At least we 
haven't bombed Cuba or reclaimed 
the Panama Canal—yet. But we are 
involved militarily in at least one 
place we don't belong, El Salvador. 
If I had known your patriotism was 
a cover for underlying fascist ten- 
dencies I would have fought your 
election much more strenuously. 
May I remind you that the 
right wing controlled military of El 
Salvador, which you are supporting 
with money and guns, was responsible 
for the murder of four American 
missionaries only a few months ago. 
Given the choice between human 
rights and moderate repression, it is 
clear you're the United States on the 
repressive side. Unknowingly, you've 
made the human rights people appear 
to   'de with the communists. 
derstanding  into 
nuclear  holocaust 
and then the end of 
everything.   At   last 
glance, James 
Madison University, 
my   hometown   and 
even your dear crazy 
California were 
included      in 
everything. 
We must at least 
keep the channels of 
discussion open 
between the Soviets 
and us to alleviate 
any possiblity .of this 
happening. 
Most reports from El Salvador's 
President Duarte and former U.S. 
Ambassador to El Salvador White 
indicate that the leftist rebels 
basically are under control. All that 
they are asking for is economic aid to 
rebuild their country after the con1 
flict. Your administration is turning it 
into an example of Soviet ex- 
pa nionism to justify the increases in 
military spending you want. 
Psychological economics 
By MARK LAT8IOS 
President Reagan 
and his highly 
qualified cabinet and 
staff are taking a big 




they need the rest of 
the country to play 
along, too. 
The psychological 
battle plan for curing 
this country's 
economic ills started 
at the Republican 
convention, 
last summer when Reagan announced 
the theme for his campaign: "A New 
Begi  ->ing." Reagan was building an 
funds at interest rates lower than 
now. Once the business sector has 
more investment funds, the economy 
will be boosted, more jobs will be 
created and total U.S. income will 
rise. 
Here then comes the potentially 
fatal catch. Consumers must be 
convinced that inflation will decrease.' 
Otherwise, they will strike and) 
demand exorbitantly high wages, 
while spending their current incomes 
as fast as they can on durable goods. 
They will do this because they will 
expect the future to bring higher 
prices. Reagan is trying to paint an 
economic scenario of lower prices 
coming. 
If consumers expect lower prices 
they will save money and wait for 
better buys:   thereby  reducing  the 
Everyone mutt play Reagan's 
The United States it on the wrong tide 
If you were president in the 1930s 
and i940s, would the United States 
have supported Hitler just because he 
wasn't a communist? 
In World War II we fought alongside 
the Soviets to crush the inhumane 
Nazis. Have the tides turned so much 
since then that any act of 
humanitarianism is communist? Is 
this such a violent society that murder 
and repression of individual freedoms 
of speech, criticism, and press, 
among other human rights is 
justifiable to contain the Red Menace. 
I hope not, or I may be in trouble for 
writing this. 
No wonder the United States is 
despised so by the masses for the 
third world. In recent years, our 
government has sided with 
repressive, oppressive dictators, such 
as the Shah of Iran, in the struggle to 
contain communism. Perhaps it's 
time for a new strategy. This Cold 
War attitude has gone on for too long. 
The wider the schism between the two 
superpowers, the greater the chance 
for  escalation of  a   minor  misun- 
Everthing else in the budget is on 
the chopping block, though. Social 
Security benefits, business 
regulation, health benefits such as 
black lung coverage for miners and 
nutrition programs for impoverished 
and undernourished children, infants 
and pregnant women all are being 
partially or completely. done away 
with. 
George Santayana said that history 
is doomed to repeat itself. Ironically 
the shift in our budget puts our 
priorities closer to the Soviet; 
military first, people second. The 
Soviet Union is in more serious 
economic trouble than we are and one 
reason is that defense spending is the 
largest portion of its budget. The 
people there suffer shortages of food 
and other necessary goods. 
Our standard of living is much 
higher than in the Soviet Union 
Therefore, expectations of Americans 
are higher and even minor decreases 
in the standard are bitterly felt. 
I gave you two months, President 
Reagan. 
image of strong and consistent 
leadership—what this country had 
been lacking. This image would 
persuade the voters that if Reagan 
were elected, America would be a 
better place to live. 
Reagan implemented the first step 
of his psychological warfare on in- 
flation .when he instructed Office of 
Management and Budget Director 
David Stockman to publically assault 
the enormous federal budget. Stock- 
man's harsh rhetoric clearly said that 
the Reagan administration will 
propose the largest budget cuts in the 
history of the United States. Reagan 
purposely made Stockman sound like 
the grim reaper so bureaucrats and 
liberals would fear for their 
livelihoods. But Stockman's message 
really was the catalyst for Reagan's 
war on inflation—public enemy 
number one. 
Through        Stockman's "ax- 
swinging," Reagan is sending a signal 
to the American business leaders: the 
new administration is going to try to 
reduce the growth of federal govern- 
ment and its spending. This tells the 
corporations that there will be a 
larger share of the U.S. money supply 
available for investments. If the 
business sector perceives this 
message as a sign of things to come it 
will be less likely to increase prices, 
since it will expect to gain investment 
excessive demand for goods that has 
thrown our economy into its in- 
flationary spiral. Also, these savings 
will provide a sense of security—that 
runaway inflation is slowing. Reagan 
hopes to change inflationary spending 
by changing our perception of our 
situation. 
I admire his faith and political 
gamesmanship, but the success of his 
economic program rests on a gamble. 
Cutting some government services 
unfortunately will penalize some 
underprivileged citizens, which is not 
the American way. A tax cut is a 
gamble that the money saved would 
be put into savings to combat in- 
flation—not spent, which would ignite 
inflation. 
Can all these measures and 
proposals possibly fall together 
properly, and put America back on 
the right track again? The answer is 
"Yes," if we all believe in our 
economy, our president and our own 
personal importance within the 
economic environment Controlling 
the public's perceptions and ex- 
pectations of the economy's future are 
the real keys to beating inflation. To 
win the war against inflation you as a 
citizen must do your part and not beat 
yourself. If citizens can act prudently 
and control their consumption in the 
near future, Reagan's gamble just 
may pay off for all of us. 
Track record: sunburn, no pick-ups 
By SYLVIA MALL 
I, like hundreds of other James Madison 
University students, begin my weekend listening to 
the hum of Interstate 81 and glaring out the window 
of a moving vehicle. Trees pass at more than 60 
miles per hour as we flee the suitcase campus like a 
bunch of motorized boat people. 
Like hundreds of others, I am a weekend refugee. 
My excuse is that lama member of the track team. 
I made the choice to spend my weekends with 17 
other girls touring exotic campuses all over the east 
coast. 
Nevertheless, I miss those wild fraternity par- 
ties: the beer being spilt on me by the gallons, the 
drunks with the wild hands and the heat which 
makes my upper lip sweat so attractively. Instead, 
I do my sweating at track meets while upholding the 
good name of James Madison University. Mean- 
while, the other refugees are at home sweating in a 
heat of passion. 
While other refugees are sharing tender momenta 
with their loved ones at home, I am lucky enough to 
be entertained by a driver who uses her hands to 
boogie more than she does to drive and two en- 
thusiastic team members who re-create the 
grandeur of the Supremes using relay batons as 
microphones. •.•.•»>.• • ,•>•.• .• .• .• •.' ^. 
Don't get me wrong, it's not that I mind riding for 
five hoursiin a van with 17 tone deaf girls singing 
Wasn't that a party in 17 different keys—it's just 
that I'd like to stay here one weekend to find out 
exactly what everyone else is trying to escape. 
After the track meet is over I. can always look 
forward to the equally long trip home. If I thought 
the ride down was bad, it is pure hell riding back 
while 17 injured tone deaf girls moan Wasn't that a 
party in 17 different keys. After surviving the ride 
home, I am forced to face the bronzed bodies of my 
fellow students. All I get is a burn that peels off on 
the way home, leaving an attractive outline of my 
uniform and a flaking red nose. 
I always retrn to the campus just in Jime to watch 
the last of the wild partiers who were brave enough 
to spend an entire weekend on campus stagger 
home in a state of drunken ecstasy. 
My suitemates welcome me back with tales of the 
gorgeous men who were kind enough to, urn, 
"escort" them home after the parties. They en- 
thusiastically ask me to share my exciting weekend 
experiences with them. As I shut my door behind 
me, I inform them that the closest I came to being 
picked up was when the tow trek came to drag the 
exhausted. yaA.tJ* ,&SJ twMl?s)¥XQ*- 
•*-'. 
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Cassette sales up 
as album prices soar 
By JILL HOWARD 
Album and tape prices are higher, sales are lower and 
blank cassettes are becoming more popular. These are all 
current trends in the music business. 
"I would have to blame it on inflation," said Music Land 
manager Mike Gwiazdowski. 
The manufacturer's list price of albums recently jumped 
from $7.98 to $8.98, and according to Gwiazdowski, "con- 
sumers think twice before spending that much money." 
Overall, album and pre-recorded tape sales are down due 
to price hikes, but blank tape sales at Music Land have in- 
creased during the past year. Home tape recording of 
albums seems to be on the rise, although Gwiazdowski said 
he does not think album sales have been affected by this 
practice. 
ACCORDING TO him, 8-track tapes are being phased out 
as a form of recorded music. Pre-recorded cassettes are not 
popular because they are "very, very cheaply made" and 
inferior to blank tapes in sound quality, he said. 
Music Land sells Maxell, Memorex, and Scotch blank 
cassettes, in that order of popularity. Those three brands and 
TDK are the most popular and best selling blank tapes. 
Music Land also sells its own somewhat cheaper brand of 
tape, Pickwick. 
Blank tape prices there range from two for 79 cents to $6, 
depending on the quality of the tape, 
i In addition to regularly priced albums and tapes, Music 
Land also stocks what is known as "mid-line albums" 
records between one and three or more years old that have 
been recalled and then reissued by the manufacturers for 
$5.98. 
Mid-line albums account for six percent of Music Land's 
i total inventory and include albums by artists as the Beatles, 
Barbra Streisand, Devo and Billy Joel. Gwiazdowski said he 
believes record companies will continue to market mid-line 
LPs because they are aware of sales decreases and want to 
make more affordable albums available to the public. 
DESPITE A decline nationally, sales of both albums and 
tapes have increased at Harrisonburg's Blue Mountain 
Records. 
According to Manager Paul I pock, album sales are up 12 
percent, pre-recorded cassettes have increased 15 percent, 
and blank tapes are up 10 percent. Ipock credits Blue 
Mountain's sales increases to its discount prices and low 
overhead costs.' 
Album and pre-recorded tape prices range from $5.99-$6.79 
there, with blank tapes selling between $3.50-$4.50 each. Blue 
Mountain sells TDK and Maxell blank cassettes. 
Because of their physical appeal and durability, Ipock said 
albums "by far" outsell tapes. He agreed that while blank 
tapes offered superior sound quality to pre-recorded tapes, 
most albums had better sound quality than almost any tape. 
Both store managers said that with proper cleaning, 
handling and storage, the average album will outlast an 
average tape at least two times over. 
Still, home recording saves wear and tear on albums. 
"THE MORE you play a record, the worse it sounds," said 
Kirby "Chip" Cramer, a JMU junior who frequently records 
his own tapes. 
Cramer said he buys mostly TDK tapes in cases of 10 or 12 
because they are about 20 percent cheaper than other 
brands. He estimated that he spends $100 per year on albums 
and $50 on tapes. 
His primary reasons for recording his albums on tape are 
for convenience since two entire albums will fit on a single 90- 
minute tape and to preserve his albums' sound quality. 
Of albums he has taped, only one third are his own. The 
rest he has borrowed from friends to tape, and he in turn 
loans out his own albums to be taped by others. 
"It's a good way to sav* money." he said. 
Meatless meals become 
a way of life for students 
By BARBARA TOTO 
To lose weight. 
To improve health. 
To give up red meats. 
These are just a few reasons why three 
James Madison University students became 
vegetarians. 
A vegetarian for about four years, senior 
Angie Muse said "I just got sick of eating red 
meat. I began cutting it out of my diet, and 
now, everytime I see red meat, it grosses me 
out." 
She expressed the same feelings about 
eating poultry. "Every time I ate Kentucky 
Fried Chicken, just seeing the bones at the end 
would really mess me up," she said, adding, 
"If chicken is in any kind of dish I taste, I can't 
swallow it. I have gotten it into my head that if 
it's chunky, I can't eat it." 
Lucille Romanello, a junior here, had a 
completely different reason for changing to a 
meatless diet. Four months ago, she decided 
vegetarianism was the best way for her to lose 
weight. "I knew that red meats contain a lot of 
calories, and if I was to completely cut them 
out of my diet, I would be helping the problem 
right there," she explained. As a result of her 
diet and exercise program, Romanello has lost 
35 pounds. 
PATTI iIAMBI K(; has been a vegetarian for 
almost two years. Before she altered her diet, 
she did some research about cholesterol levels 
in meat eaters. "Studies have shown that 
cholesterol levels are much lower in people 
who do not eat meat,'' the JMU junior said. "I 
decided to cut out the meat and start eating 
healthier." 
According to a report collected by Hamburg, 
the word "vegetarian" is derived from the 
word "vegetable" and the suffix "arian", both 
of which have Latin roots. Vegetable, derived 
from the root "vigatore", means "to give 
strength and health" and "arian" comes from 
"arius" meaning "a belief". 
There are four types of vegetarian diets. 
Lactc-ovo vegetarian, lacto vegeatrian, 
microbiotic and vegan. The lactc-ovo diet, 
which Romanello has chosen, consists of eggs 
and dairy products, in addition to grains, 
fruits, vegetables and nuts. 
Hamburg and Muse label themselves as 
microbiotics, since they allow fish in their diets 
occasionally. 
Each girl has a specialty dish. 
"MY FAVORITE thing to eat is Eggplant 
Parmasian," Muse said. Romaneilo claims 
her favorite dish is broccoli with melted 
cheese. Hamburg takes a special liking to 
quiche and vegetarian spaghetti. 
Vegetarian dishes in restaurants are 
becoming more popular, according to Muse. "I 
go to Spanky's, J.M.'s, Luigi's—they all serve 
vegetarian sandwiches," she commented. 
"They're really good too. I turned all my 
roommates on to them." 
When she isn't in the mood for a sandwich 
but wants to eat out. Muse has a system. "My 
boyfriend is a big meat eater," she explained. 
"When we go out to restaurants, he'll take care 
Photo By Vo N»»»y» 
SALADS ARE part of a D-hall vegetarian's 
diet. 
of the meat part of my meal, and I'll take care 
of his vegetables." 
Hamburg recalled the first time she cooked a 
vegetarian meal for ner family. "I was kind of 
skeptical about what my father's reaction 
would be," she said, adding, "Being a 'meat 
and potatoes' man, I thought he'd expect meat 
with the spaghetti. I fixed spaghetti with green 
peppers, onions, fresh tomatoes and 
mushrooms, and my dad loved it." 
According to Muse, "My friends are really 
great when it comes to my eating dinner at 
their homes. They will always make something 
that will enable me to stick to my diet." 
DURING THE spring semester of 1979, D- 
hall offered a vegetarian line in Dining Hall 1 
for students. The line was shortly discontinued 
because non-vegetarian students also used the 
line. 
According to Hank Moody, contract dining 
manager, since D-hall was then sering five 
entrees instead of the regular two, a 
"production nightmare" resulted. "We wanted 
to keep things simple, and it just got out of 
hand," he said. 
Muse, who lives off campus, prepares her 
own food. But Romanello and Hamburg eat at 
D-hall. Romanello's comments about the 
vegetarian line were positive. "I thought it was 
great. I could always go there and find dif- 
ferent things to eat. They served cassaroles, 
and many types of vegetables. I wish they 
would bring it back again," she said. 
Romanello added that she would like "more 
of a variety of vegetables, along with whole 
grain wheats, brown rice" and a decrease in 
the amount of fried foods in D-hall. 
Muse, Romanello and Hamburg mentioned 
future plans for their diets. "As of now, I don't 
think I'll ever eat red meat again. I hope I'll 
stick to this diet for good," Muse said. 
According to Romanello, "I became a 
vegetarian to lose weight, and now that I've 
lost it, I feel so good that I'm making a con- 
scious effort to stay on this diet." 
Hamburg commented, "I feel much 
healthier I don't ever think I'll go back to 
eating meat." 
